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      Summary 
Team collaboration is on the rise and becoming a go-to 
element of modern digital work. Aragon’s Globe for Team 
Collaboration for 2019 evaluates 18 major providers making 
a difference in this space. Messaging is positioned to 
become a major point in the work environment and will be 
key to increased levels of human-to-human and human-to-
machine interactions. 
 

Topic: Team Collaboration 

Issue: Who are the team collaboration providers and   
how will they evolve?
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Introduction 
 
In 2019, team collaboration has become a key part of the digital 
workplace landscape, although full deployment in enterprise is 
still a work in progress. The success of providers such as Slack 
has forced other providers to offer an alternative that sometimes 
is more integrated with other collaboration and communication 
capabilities.  

 
Messaging, the core of team collaboration, is becoming a priority 
in the enterprise. Today, enabling collaboration via mobile 
technology is not enough; collaboration also needs to be secure 
and shift toward automation (via chatbots). In this research note, 
we discuss the current and future states of the team collaboration 
market and evaluate 18 major providers. 
 
Team Collaboration: Going Beyond Messaging 
 
Team collaboration is more than just providing a messaging 
platform; it is now a means to get work done, particularly for 
people who are on-the-go. In 2019, providers have put team 
collaboration front and center with new use cases and features 
that are particularly focused on the mobile worker. Despite the 
success of consumer messaging applications, there is still a need 
for secure team collaboration platforms in the enterprise.  
 
One of the biggest opportunities for team collaboration is for work 
automation. This is where chatbots and digital assistants come 
into play. Today, it is not enough just to have a team collaboration 
offering, providers also need to help the enterprise with solutions 
to address this automation need.  
 
The Core Elements of Team Collaboration  
 
The fundamental features of a team collaboration offering keep 
expanding and going beyond just messaging (see Figure 1 and 
Note 1. 
 

Note 1: Key Capabilities of Team Collaboration 
 
Interaction Modes 

• Messaging: Text Chat/IM 
• Voice and video calling 
• Persistent group chat 
• Web and video conferencing 
• File sharing and document 

collaboration 
• Tasks 
• Chatbots 

Infrastructure Elements 
• Presence 
• Profiles 
• Activity streams and news feeds 
• Directory support 
• Administration 
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Figure 1: Elements of team collaboration. 
 
Team, Enterprise, and Work Processes 
 
We see team collaboration being adopted by teams and entire enterprises. Some enterprises are 
using team collaboration apps to simplify company-wide messaging, either for company updates 
or, more importantly, for emergency notifications. Notifications have become important in university 
settings and are now becoming a priority in the enterprise. However, team collaboration often still 
starts with a specific team that decides to implement collaboration at work. For example, we see 
marketing teams using team collaboration for events to coordinate and communicate with both 
the internal and extended teams involved. 
 
Characteristics of Team Collaboration Platforms—Chasing the Digital Work Hub 
 
Team collaboration combines cross-platform synchronous and asynchronous interaction modes 
with elements of collaboration infrastructure that may be mobile-first or mobile-optimized, but 
must at least be mobile-friendly. It includes point-to-point and group chat/IM, audio and video, and 
screen/file sharing, backed up by presence and by social group and community services like 
activity streams, news feeds, profiles, and expertise location.  
 
A primary focus of team collaboration is to facilitate teamwork and team building for mobile users. 
Enterprises may also expand the productivity ecosystem with document collaboration features like 
interactive annotation and group authoring or editing. 
 
All of this points to a shift of team collaboration towards becoming an integrated digital work hub. 
A few years ago, the focus was adding calling and meetings, but today, the focus has shifted to 
making work more seamless. 
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Moreover, as traditional enterprise players enter the space, focus will be placed on an enterprise 
platform. However, these platforms will increasingly be more open and will be positioned as PaaS 
with extensive developer communities and ecosystems to extend and embed capabilities into 
business applications. 
 
So while team collaboration features keep expanding in their core feature set, we also see team  
collaboration evolving from one of two different product design approaches: 
 

1. Part of a unified communications and collaboration suite. 
In 2019, more firms are offering team collaboration as part of their UCC platform. Cisco, 
Google, LogMeIn, Microsoft, and Unify all offer a full team collaboration platform as part of 
their work platform. Work platforms may be UCC-centric or they may be full Digital Work Hubs 
where messaging is front and center. It’s clear that mobile devices are here to stay, and the 
immediacy of mobile chat has been recognized. 

 
        Figure 2: Team collaboration is quickly becoming a cornerstone of UCC platforms. 

 

2. Standalone best-of-breed team collaboration that may be focused on specific use 
cases, such as field service or healthcare. 

The second focus is on the mobile worker, where phones or tablets are the primary (or only) 
devices being used. Task management, advanced document collaboration, and integration 
with other mission critical applications, such as CRM or a service platform, become critical to 
the work process. 
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3. Part of a larger and more advanced Digital Work Hub that also may be focused on 
specific use cases. 

 

 
Figure 3: Advanced Digital Work Hubs are emerging that feature in app messaging to keep teams on track. 

 
How Will the Market Evolve? 
There are multiple offerings and multiple ways that Aragon sees the team collaboration market 
evolving. Clearly there will be multiple team collaboration offerings in the enterprise and part of that 
is due to the fact that messaging is becoming a capability that is often enabled to allow for humans 
and machines to communicate. 
 
We illustrate this market evolution in Figure 4 which should help to guide buyers. 

 
Figure 4: Team collaboration is becoming a core part of UCC platforms and emerging Digital Work Hubs. 
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People-Centric Collaboration Is About Making All Modes Seamless 
 
Aragon feels that the market is starting to put people at the center of UCC, which is more about people-
centric collaboration than channel specific UCC. Use cases will help to drive this, as will the addition 
of intelligence using predictive and prescriptive analytics. There are many business use cases for UCC 
because of the increased demand for omni-channel forms of communication. For example, sales reps 
know that today’s customers are busy, and trying to schedule a sales appointment has become much 
harder. Customers might not have time to look over every email or return a missed phone call—and 
they might not want to, either.  
 
When it comes to outreach, the efforts made must be omni-channel and take into account the 
technology that customers increasingly want to use—such as messaging and video. Phone calling and 
emailing are only part of the communications equation. A UCC platform will provide different areas of 
the business with multiple forms of outreach capabilities in order to successfully compete in today’s 
digital world. 
 
At its core, people-centric collaboration is about enabling seamless communications and 
collaboration. It allows for calls that are both voice-based and video-based; it enables meetings 
with users and rooms; it is about the shift from instant messaging to mobile messaging, which we 
have termed mobile collaboration. However, not all have been quick to recognize these changes 
in the market, particularly the impact of mobile messaging. 

 

 

Figure 5: People-centric collaboration means being able to seamlessly switch to the right method of interacting with 
others. 
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Shift to the Enterprise: Team Collaboration as the Catalyst for Faster Customer Journeys 
 
Aragon has observed over the past year that buyers want to be able to communicate quickly for 
conducting a transaction. At the same time, managers and their team must be able to take action. 
Messaging enables both aspects of customer journeys and promotes more efficient experiences. 
 
This is particularly true for mobile workers who need to be able to accept tasks and provide 
progress updates, and for parties involved in business transactions where an agreement must be 
reached. In some cases, a company-wide announcement can be shared faster via message than 
email because people tend to be more responsive to phone notifications. 
 
Team collaboration is at the heart of a simpler and a faster journey for all of these examples. When 
communication is expedited, work can be accomplished faster. This is one of the reasons that 
Aragon sees team collaboration growing even faster as a category.  
 
Team Collaboration Poised to Challenge Voice and Email 

Messaging has become one of the starting points for communicating between team members 
and customers. As team collaboration speeds up, the email era is winding down. With so many 
communication and collaboration tools available, email simply cannot match the speed of some 
of the instant messaging methods of enterprise social networks (ESPs). People require fast 
responses from coworkers to keep up a smooth workflow.  

While email is still the necessity for external communication, internal team collaboration is now 
supported by ESPs for the most part. In fact, email has become more of a notification service 
than a communication tool. These new, faster methods of communication and collaboration pose 
a threat to incumbent providers like Microsoft and Google. Enterprises have yet to see the full 
benefits of company-wide team collaboration—small enterprises already have. The race for team 
collaboration solutions is only beginning and there will be many new entrants as larger providers 
get consolidated. 

Prediction: By YE 2021, team collaboration will overtake email as the way that knowledge workers 
collaborate with each other. 
 
Artificial Intelligence 
 
With any sufficiently complex technology or system, early adopters generally require specialized 
knowledge. From early automobile drivers who had to understand fundamental machine 
principles, to early telephone users who relied on trained operators to make long distance 
connections, to early personal computer users who had to deal with arcane operating system 
instructions, new technology is generally accompanied by pain. As the technology matures, 
levels of abstraction emerge, and the benefits of the technology are gradually democratized.  
 
From hand cranks to electric starters, balky gearboxes to continuously variable automatic 
transmissions, and now from learning the rules of the road to learning how to relax as an 
autonomous vehicle transports you to your destination, people have been conditioned to expect 
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that, eventually, the machines and systems will perform the low-level tasks and adapt to the 
people rather than vice versa. 
 
Intelligence: Chatbots and Conversational AI 
 
Software applications are making their way into mobile messaging conversations and contact 
centers in the form of a chatbot, embedded with natural language processing (NLP) capabilities.  
 
Chatbots define the customer or user experience (CX/UX) and are often used as the first 
touchstone in customer service communications, especially requests initiated online. Artificial 
intelligence (AI) chatbots, or what we refer to as conversational AI, can be retrofitted to an 
existing application to improve its performance and extend its life without requiring a complete 
re-write. Adding conversational AI is simpler, quicker, and more economical than creating a new 
natural language interface for an application.  
 

 
Figure 6: AI chatbots—the more specific, the better. 
 
Conversational AI must be able to perform syntactic and semantic analysis of the input to 
determine the intent of the user—natural language understanding—and then identify and  initiate 
an appropriate response. Responses may be in many forms, from pre-programmed outputs 
mapped from an input, to complex, data-generated narratives (natural language generation). 
While conversational AI is part of the solution, it is not the solution; AI chatbots can enable 
conversation with customers, partners, and employees, but usually must be integrated with 
applications that offer functionality indicated by the user.  
 
Task-Specific Bots 
 
Figure 6 depicts the sweet spot for conversational AI: acting as the conversational interface for 
an application that has a specific domain, such as a customer service request, and a well-defined 
set of potential actions, such as “provide a refund,” or “initiate a service/repair request.” 
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The Rise of Digital Labor 
 
One of the big aspects of the rise of AI is understanding the shift 
to digital labor (see Note 2). Bots, or fully-featured digital 
assistants, can be looked at as a digital labor element. Today, 
nearly all contact centers are staffed by humans, but bots are 
rising as they get better at handling specific repeatable use 
cases.  
 
While deploying a bot may be cheaper than a human, the key 
issue of digital labor is understanding the different levels that 
may be delivered by technology providers and being able to plan 
for their deployment—including the allocation of costs. 
Technology providers may not charge that much for basic Q&A 
bots today, but that is expected to change. 
 
Prediction: By YE 2021, digital labor will become a key feature 
of intelligent contact center offerings. This will force enterprises 
to do planning for the ratio of human labor to digital labor. 
 
Start With Teams and Scale to the Enterprise 
 
We see team collaboration being adopted by teams and entire 
enterprises. Some enterprises are using team collaboration apps 
to simplify company-wide messaging, either for company 
updates or, more importantly, for emergency notifications. 
Notifications have become important in university settings and 
are now becoming a priority in the enterprise. However, team 
collaboration often still starts with a specific team that decides to 
implement team collaboration at work. For example, we see 
marketing teams using team collaboration for events to 
coordinate and communicate with both the internal and extended 
teams involved. 
 
In 2019, there are two approaches to team collaboration: best-of-
breed standalone applications and TC apps that are part of a 
UCC or Digital Work Hub platform. Cisco, Fuze, Google, 
LogMeIn, Microsoft, RingCentral, and Unify all offer a full team 
collaboration platform as part of their work platforms. Work 
platforms may be UCC-centric, or they may be full Digital Work 
Hubs where messaging is front and center. It’s clear that mobile 
devices are here to stay, and the immediacy of mobile chat has 
been recognized. 
 
For best-of-breed team collaboration, the focus is often on the 
mobile worker where phones or tablets are the primary (or only) 

Note 2: Digital Labor Defined 
 
Digital labor is a term that applies to the 
automation of tasks that are performed by 
computer applications. These tasks were 
formerly performed by humans. 
 
Digital labor can be used for data entry, for 
warehouse operations by a robot, or in call 
centers to solve the problems that humans are 
having with a particular product or service. 
 
One thing is clear: digital labor is here to stay. 
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devices being used. Task management, advanced document collaboration, and integration with 
other mission-critical applications, such as CRM or a service platform, become vital to the work 
process. 
 
Moreover, as traditional enterprise players enter the space, focus will be placed on an enterprise 
platform. However, these platforms will increasingly be more open and will be positioned as PaaS 
with extensive developer communities and ecosystems to extend and embed capabilities into 
business applications. 
 
Security and Privacy: Front and Center 
 
Many enterprises do not realize that their conversations are being monitored and recorded without 
their knowledge. This is the reason that unsecured consumer tools, such as WhatsApp, should not 
be used in the enterprise. Enterprises need to focus on providers that can provide a complete 
security platform that includes protecting users’ identities, as well as encrypting messages and 
content.  
 
Today in the enterprise, there has been more focus on content security than there has been on 
communication security. Despite more regulation looming on the horizon following GDPR, the 
responsibility for security and privacy rests with the enterprise.  Most providers in this report are 
enterprise-focused, and should be included in an evaluation list, unlike consumer-grade tools. 
 
Protecting Your Content Communications and Identity Is a Priority 
 
Security within and between applications, content, and messaging is becoming critical. More 
providers, such as Cisco, Google, Mattermost, Microsoft, ServiceMax, and Symphony, offer full 
encryption. Encrypting every part of the interaction is now a priority. 
 
Aragon feels that message, communications, and content encryption will become more critical as 
enterprise messaging becomes deployed in larger numbers and as new regulations, such as 
GDPR, begin to require higher levels of security around sensitive information such as identity-and 
related data. 
 
Tasks and First-Line Workers 
 
Tasks have emerged over the years as more of a core part of team collaboration. This, along with 
scheduling of work is one of the key reasons we see team collaboration being poised to serve as 
either a light weight or a full Digital Work Hub. Functionality will depend on the needs of the 
workers, as people in service industries do not need all of the project management capabilities 
that some productivity suites or work hubs deliver. 
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Aragon Research Globe Overview 
 
The Aragon Research Globe graphically represents our analysis of a specific market and its 
component vendors. We do a rigorous analysis of each vendor, using three dimensions that enable 
comparative evaluation of the participants in a given market. 
 
The Aragon Research Globe looks beyond size and market share, which often dominate this type 
of analysis, and instead uses those as comparative factors in evaluating providers’ product-
oriented capabilities. Positioning in the Globe will reflect how complete a provider’s future strategy 
is, relative to their performance in fulfilling that strategy in the market. 
 
A further differentiating factor is the global market reach of each vendor. This allows all vendors 
with similar strategy and performance to be compared regardless of their size and market share. 
It will improve recognition of providers with a comprehensive strategy and strong performance, but 
with limited or targeted global penetration, which will be compared more directly to others with 
similar perspectives. 
 
 
Dimensions of Analysis 
 
The following parameters are tracked in this analysis:  
Strategy reflects the degree to which a vendor has the market understanding and strategic intent 
that are at the forefront of market direction. That includes providing the capabilities that customers 
want in the current offering and recognizing where the market is headed. The strategy evaluation 
includes: 

• Product 
• Product strategy 
• Market understanding and how well product roadmaps reflect that understanding 
• Marketing 
• Management team, including time in the job and understanding of the market 

Performance represents a vendor’s effectiveness in executing its defined strategy. This includes 
selling and supporting the defined product offering or service. The performance evaluation 
includes: 

• Awareness: Market awareness of the firm and its product. 
• Customer experience: Feedback on the product, installs, upgrades, and overall satisfaction. 
• Viability: Financial viability of the provider as measured by financial statements. 
• Pricing and Packaging: Is the offering priced and packaged competitively? 
• Product: The mix of features tied to the frequency and quality of releases and updates.  
• R&D: Investment in research and development as evidenced by overall architecture.  
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Reach is a measure of the global capability that a vendor can deliver. Reach can have one of three 
values: national, international or global. Being able to offer products and services in one of the 
following three regions is the third dimension of the Globe analysis: 

• Americas (North America and Latin America) 
• EMEA (Europe, Middle East, and Africa) 
• APAC (Asia Pacific: including but not limited to Australia, China, India, Japan, Korea, Russia, 

Singapore, etc.) 

The market reach evaluation includes: 
• Sales and support offices worldwide 
• Time zone and location of support centers 
• Support for languages 
• References in respective hemispheres 
• Data center locations  

The Four Sectors of the Globe 
 
The Globe is segmented into four sectors, representing high and low in both the strategy and 
performance dimensions. When the analysis is complete, each vendor will be in one of four groups: 
leaders, contenders, innovators, or specialists. We define these as follows: 

• Leaders have comprehensive strategies that align with industry direction and market 
demand, and effectively perform against those strategies. 

• Contenders have strong performance, but more limited or less complete strategies. Their 
performance positions them well to challenge for leadership by expanding their strategic 
focus. 

• Innovators have strong strategic understanding and objectives but have yet to perform 
effectively across all elements of that strategy. 

• Specialists fulfill their strategy well but have a narrower or more targeted emphasis 
with regard to overall industry and user expectations. Specialists may excel in a 
certain market or vertical application.  

 
Inclusion Criteria 
 
The Aragon Research Globe for Team Collaboration, 2019 will help clients differentiate the many 
vendors who offer tools to let enterprises collaborate over mobile and desktop devices, 
asynchronously and in real-time. 
 
The inclusion criteria for this Aragon Research Globe are: 

• Revenue: A minimum of $2 million in primary revenue for team collaboration or a minimum 
of $7 million in revenue in a related market (collaboration, web and video conferencing). 
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• Shipping product: Product must be announced and available under current or previous 
brand name. 

• Customer references: Vendor must provide at least three customer references using its 
team collaboration product. 

• Features: Vendor should have at least six of the ten features listed under “Team Collaboration 
Features” above. 

Vendors Inclusions 

New vendors this year include: 

• Avaya 

• LogMeIn 

• Mattermost 

• Symphony 

• WhatsApp 

Vendors excluded: 

• Atlassian 

• Brazen 

• IBM 

• Moxtra  
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The Aragon Research Globe™ for Team Collaboration, 2019 
(As of July 23, 2019) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7: The Aragon Research Globe™ for Team Collaboration, 2019. 
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Leaders 
 
Cisco  
Cisco is a leader in UCC and in 2018 added a new SVP, Amy Chang, who oversees the overall UCC 
and CC portfolio. Combined with its extensive partner network, Webex Teams includes native calling, 
meeting, and digital whiteboarding as well as interoperates with most of Cisco’s on-premises UCC 
offerings, making it an app-centric, cloud-based service that provides a complete collaboration suite 
for teams to create, meet, message, call, share, and whiteboard. Webex Meetings enhancements 
enable video-centric and more powerful mobile experiences. Webex Teams is also now more fully 
integrated into the Webex platform.  Additionally, Cisco has seen strong growth of its Jabber offering. 
To streamline both offerings, Cisco is unifying the user experience for Webex Teams and Jabber 
users, making it simpler for customers to enable cloud services for selected users while retaining 
their on-premises services where required.   
 
Cisco is making a big push on Cognitive Collaboration and the profile information that is part of its 
offering will allow for advanced understanding of customers who are either new or returning as well 
as conversational AI assistant and bot framework. One of the significant capabilities that Webex 
Teams offers is end-to-end encryption which means that all messages and files, including user 
actions, are encrypted at rest, in transit, and in-use using a single customer-specific encryption key.  
For added control customers have the option to host keys exclusively on-premises. Highly granular 
controls are available in Webex Control Hub, which allow admins to define policies for user 
entitlements and security settings. Cisco also offers integrations with over 24,000 business apps 
including major productivity tool and workflow apps including: Google, Microsoft O365, Apple, Box, 
Dropbox, DocuSign, and Salesforce. With Cisco’s broad UCC portfolio and the Cisco Collaboration 
Flex Plan, enterprises have a range of options that combine on-premise, hybrid, and public cloud 
deployments, and the flexibility to mix, match, and integrate with services as the business evolves.  
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Chatbot and conversational AI support 
• Mobile apps 
• Ease of use 
• Escalation from chat-to-voice and video 

meetings 
• App Store, including options for free downloads 
• Enterprise security compliance 
• Flexible licensing 

• Overlapping brands of Webex Teams and 
Cisco Jabber 
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Google  
Google Hangouts Chat is part of Google’s flagship G Suite. Earlier this year,  Google announced 
the retirement of its older G Suite chat offering and now offers Hangouts Chat and Hangouts 
Meet as its flagship team collaboration offering. Hangouts Chat offers intuitive mobile messaging 
capabilities via web interface and standalone messaging apps for iOS and Android. Hangouts 
offers full messaging, IM, presence, voice, and HD video calling capabilities integrated with 
Gmail. In June 2019, Google announced integration of Dialog Flow with Hangouts Chat, in 
addition to the existing native Google Cloud Platform integration, which makes the Hangouts 
Chat platform a leader for ease of use with the ability to leverage a rich toolkit for app 
development. 
 
Hangouts Chat is focused on the growing demand for team collaboration and is tightly integrated 
and packaged with its flagship cloud office offering, G Suite. Both Hangouts Chat and Hangouts 
Meet are designed to perform well on mobile devices. Google Hangouts Chat integrating with 
other Google Apps like Google Drive, Gmail, and Calendar allows users to launch straight into a 
full video or voice call. Integration with Gmail ensures that Google enterprise users now have a 
full range of collaboration capabilities, from asynchronous to real-time.  
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Ease of use 
• Mobile capabilities 
• Integrations  
• Security 
• Chatbot support 
• Integration with G Suite 

• Balancing focus on Hangouts Chat vs G Suite  
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Microsoft  
Microsoft Teams is the lead UCC offering for Microsoft, leveraging Skype for Business workloads and 
adding new ways of collaborating. Skype for Business 2019 is the on-premise offering that continues 
to be popular with enterprises that had made significant investments in SfB over the last few years.  
Microsoft Teams is positioned to be the core work hub for Office 365, putting it on a collision path with 
Outlook.  
 
Microsoft has added a number first-line worker features in 2018, including time and attendance, also 
known as shifts. Teams features a full chatbot framework, which will allow enterprises to build chatbots 
and full digital assistants to automate work tasks. Teams is part of Office 365 and the E5 version is 
required to get all the voice functionality to make it a Cloud PBX. For many enterprises, E3 will be fine 
as it offers basic collaboration, messaging, and video meetings.  The Teams client works well and is 
seamless across operating systems (iOS, Android, Windows, Mac, and  Microsoft Teams 
Rooms).  Microsoft has a growing partner ecosystem to deliver additional services for voice and 
video that are tightly coupled with Teams. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Office 365 integration 
• Multimodal project and team-centric 

collaboration 
• First-line worker support including shift scheduling 
• Third-party integrations 
• Chatbot support 
• Security 
• On-premise deployment option 

• User migration from Skype for Business and 
Outlook 
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RingCentral 
RingCentral Glip is a full team collaboration offering that serves as the core of the RingCentral UCC 
platform, RingCentral Office, as well as RingCentral Meetings. Glip enables users both within and 
outside the enterprise to send messages, share files, assign work, track deadlines, schedule video 
meetings, and make calls. Glip has opened up file sharing and can integrate with Box, Dropbox, 
OneDrive, and Google Drive. RingCentral is also leveraging its Rest API that will allow enterprises to 
develop their own chatbot or to integrate Glip with existing chatbots. 
 
In 2018, RingCentral announced its new collaborative meetings offering that provides stand-
alone web and video meetings integrated with Glip. The Glip application, which now includes 
options for chatbots, means that enterprises can ramp up their digital transformation efforts.  
One of the strengths of RingCentral is its growing open platform which offers APIs and SDKs for 
custom integration and workflow. RingCentral also has an app gallery which offers over 170 pre-
configured integrations with third-party business applications (e.g. Office 365, Google G Suite, 
Salesforce, ServiceNow, ZenDesk). RingCentral is also fairly easy to deploy, which gives it an 
advantage over others, but also offers an expanded services portfolio for full implementation 
support. With all of its features, RingCentral Glip can serve the enterprise as a Digital Work Hub, 
which increases overall workforce productivity. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Mobile-first app 
• Freemium support 
• Third-party app integration 
• Voice and video support 
• Task management 
• Third party content sharing 
• Ease of configuration and deployment 
• Open platform and app gallery integrations 
 
 

• Balancing focus on UCaaS vs messaging 
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ServiceMax 
 
ServiceMax acquired team collaboration provider Zinc in February 2019. Since field service was a key 
first-line worker use case offered by Zinc, it made perfect sense for ServiceMax to acquire it since they 
had been partnering for over a year and GE had invested in both companies. In 2017, Zinc added push-
to-talk functionality, which can significantly speed up communications for mobile workers on the go. 
In 2018 Zinc added Hotlines, which enables a field worker to get immediate assistance from a central 
team or company expert. 
 
With Zinc, ServiceMax enables service technicians to have real-time conversations with others.  
Additionally, group notifications and broadcast capabilities enable widespread notifications when a 
critical event occurs. Aragon feels that for field service, built-in messaging will become a de facto 
requirement. Zinc offers robust encryption, which is critical for sensitive work locations and discussion 
topics. Zinc also supports chatbots and has some compelling use cases for service. With the race to 
offer more focused Digital Work Hub environments, ServiceMax just put the market on notice with this 
move. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Field service use case 
• Focus on mobile worker use case 
• Ease of use 
• Push-to-talk functionality 
• Encryption 
• HIPAA compliance 

• Market awareness outside of US 
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Slack  
Slack, which went public  on June 20th via direct listing, has shown strong growth and with Slack 
Enterprise Grid has successfully pivoted to larger enterprise deals to complement its mid-market 
play. The direct listing is further evidence of its successful pivot. Slack Enterprise Grid adds 
advanced security and administrative features, supports desktop and mobile platforms, and 
includes rich collaboration and productivity capabilities. Slack features channels—which has 
now expanded to Shared Channels—to allow external partners and customers to participate. 
Slack also features a growing ecosystem of chatbots that support a growing number of use 
cases for mobile workers. Slack’s robust API framework has enabled a growing partner 
ecosystem of over 1500 partners in the Slack app directory including Concur, Google, Workday, 
SAP, Salesforce, ServiceNow, and others. 
 
While Slack supports chat, voice, and video calls, most of its focus has been on driving 
productivity gains by integrating workflows through applications or custom integrations. Slack 
offers strong message editing features and the ability to conduct polls. It also has become GDPR 
compliant and added new features that allow enterprises to export all conversations, including 
private direct messages. Enterprise Grid has enabled Slack to win in the enterprises, particularly 
in high tech firms. Slack’s strong level of investment and continued innovation positions it well 
for the future. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Team-oriented 
• Document sharing 
• Channel-based communication 
• Chatbot support 
• App integration (App Store) 
 
 

• Balancing consumer and enterprise needs 
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Unify  
Unify, a subsidiary of Atos, is now being referred to as Atos Collaboration Solutions. Its flagship offering 
Circuit has continued to evolve and is now fully integrated with OpenScape to provide a full UCC 
platform with a full stack of cloud capabilities.  Circuit brings teams together by giving them a consistent 
experience regardless of the device, and persistent space for collaboration. Key capabilities include 
file and screen sharing, storage, chat and messaging, audio and video calling, and PSTN connectivity.  
Circuit also provides extensive integrations via its PaaS offering. Partner integrations include Box, 
Google, Microsoft, and Salesforce. Unify has also doubled down on a use case focus that leverages 
the Circuit CPaaS capabilities and partner solutions, particularly for chatbot requirements. Circuit 
provides integrations with numerous third-party applications and is extended by API through REST, 
JavaScript, Node, and iOS SDKs. Atos is now leveraging the full Unify UCC portfolio to broaden its 
digital workplace offering and help with its growing success in industry verticals. 
 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Enterprise and carrier-grade scalability 
• OpenScape and Circuit integration 
• Large enterprise experience 
• Voice and telephony integration 
• Global partnerships 

 
 

• Awareness outside of Unify customer base 
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Contenders 
 
LogMeIn  
LogMeIn added new General Manager Mark Strassman in 2018, and also acquired UCaaS provider 
Jive Communications. In team collaboration, LogMeIn offers its Business Messaging Service, which 
works with GoToConnect, its complete UCC platform that blends the existing offerings into one 
complete and integrated platform. Business Messaging supports both desktop and mobile 
applications and comes with native iOS and Android apps.  
 
LogMeIn and its new GoTo brand has a significantly large base. Because all GoTo customers will get 
the benefit of messaging, this makes GoToConnect a natural upgrade path from meetings or from 
phone calls, which it has been offering since it acquired Jive Communications. The battle for UCC in 
the mid-market is heating up and now LogMeIn, which has a very strong brand in its GoTo offerings, 
will be a strong alternative to other providers. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Web and video conferencing capabilities for 

multiple use cases (1:1, team collaboration, 
webinars, and large meetings) 

• Install base 
• UCC platform 
• Brand awareness 
• Ease of use 

 

• Chatbot support 
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Symphony  

Symphony, based in Palo Alto and New York and led by CEO David Gurlé, focuses on secure 
team collaboration for the financial services industry. Since its launch in 2015, Symphony has 
won a significant number of financial services firms and has had five funding rounds that total 
$460 million. 

Symphony focuses on secure team collaboration and also has over 35 third party applications 
that include pre-built chatbots. The application integration is  powered by its robust API platform.  
Its secure built-in voice and video meetings also mean that financial services enterprises do not 
have to have a separate meeting product. Symphony also includes a its built-in user directory 
that enables pre-approved internal and external users.  Given its fast growth in financial services, 
we expect Symphony to target other industries such as legal and government that have similar 
security and compliance requirements. 

Strengths Challenges 
• Financial services focus 
• APIs 
• Ease of use 
• Meetings 
• Encryption 
• Built-in directory 

• Awareness outside of financial services 
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TigerConnect  
TigerConnect, based in Santa Monica, CA, is transforming healthcare communication and 
collaboration. The company’s care team collaboration platform combines a consumer-grade user 
experience for mobile and desktop devices with an enterprise-grade infrastructure that takes 
communication beyond the four walls of a hospital while conforming to all industry requirements for 
privacy, security, and workflows.  
 
With an advanced, open API, TigerConnect brings together instant messaging, and video/voice 
conferencing—into one platform. TigerConnect enables doctors, nurses, and care teams to share 
and act on information (such as messages, alerts, video, and patient data). TigerConnect enables 
the timely delivery of actionable patient information across shift changes, locations, and roles as part 
of their role in improving the patient experience. TigerConnect conversations initiated by the health 
professionals can include patients, family members, and specialists. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Healthcare focus 
• Care team collaboration 
• Patient messaging 
• Ease of use 
• Encryption 
• Alerts and notifications 
• File sharing 
• HITRUST Certified 
• Analytics 

• Video call support 
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WhatsApp  
WhatsApp, which is wholly owned by Facebook, has continued to be a popular free team 
collaboration application that has been adopted far and wide, particularly with certain work groups 
such as police, fire, and security. Its Business version is now available for iOS in addition to Android. 
Businesses can now display their business profile and also respond to inquiries in a quick, simple 
fashion. 
 
WhatsApp has added a number of new features to enhance user experience and security. It now 
prevents your profile picture from being copied. It also has added forwarded and frequently 
forwarded so users can understand how often their messages are forwarded. Group calling is now 
available as part of the group chats feature. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Multimodal project and team-centric 

collaboration 
• Integrations  
• Chatbot support 
• On-premises deployment option 

• Awareness of new product offering 
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Innovators 
 

Avaya  
Avaya, under the leadership of CEO Jim Chirico, has been growing its customer base. Avaya now has 
a robust portfolio of cloud and private cloud offerings, branded Avaya OneCloud, that leverage its API-
based UCC platform, now branded as Avaya Intelligent Xperiences (IX) Workplace. Avaya IX Workplace 
is available as both a cloud and a UCC private cloud offering, which will give customers more choice. 
Moreover, Avaya’s large install base of on-premise customers can deploy its team collaboration service 
in the cloud for a hybrid deployment model. Avaya’s IX Workplace offers full team collaboration 
capabilities in a seamless, easy to use client that also has all of the other communication modalities 
visible. Avaya leverages its highly resilient core platforms into its cloud offerings providing full 
native support for the underlying communications and collaborations capabilities including voice, 
video, meetings, mobility, team collaboration, messaging, and customer contact. 
 
Avaya also announced that it was introducing its chatbot called Ava, which had previously been an 
internal pilot. Avaya is now fully committed to cloud, and its video-based offerings work out of the 
box or can be integrated into existing, client-facing applications. In 2018, Avaya also enhanced its IX 
Meetings (Equinox) capabilities with more flexibility for cloud-based meetings. Avaya has made the 
user experience intuitive via its client that it calls the Avaya IX Client, formerly the Equinox Experience.  
While Avaya has a large on-premise install base, the shift to cloud positions it well for the future. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• UCC platform 
• Cloud and on-premise capabilities 
• Overall user experience 
• Team collaboration 
• Highly reliable telephony and UC 
• Partner network and ecosystem 

 

• Balancing cloud and on-premise offerings  
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Fuze   
Fuze has been growing under CEO Colin Doherty’s leadership. Given its growth, we expect Fuze 
will IPO in 2020. Fuze has a complete UCC platform that offers a seamless user experience, 
including team collaboration, across all UCC modalities. This focus has allowed Fuze to continue 
its growth, particularly in medium and large enterprises. Its cloud-native platform includes cloud-
based voice, HD video conferencing, and group messaging, thus providing a seamless 
experience for both desktop, mobile, and web client environments. Fuze has continued to push 
the envelope on ease of use and has also expanded its video conferencing capabilities. With the 
convergence of web and video conferencing, Fuze offers a complete collaboration experience 
that includes business voice, persistent chat, presence, and content sharing in a single app for 
distributed teams.  
 
Fuze has made the mobile-first experience one of its key differentiators. Many enterprises 
leverage Fuze, in part due to its unique capabilities built on its Car Mode, enriching 
communication and collaboration use cases for workers that primarily do their job from a car or 
truck. In addition to its desktop and mobile apps, Fuze Rooms offers a full, intuitive video meeting 
experience for conference rooms, and webcasting. Fuze is also leveraging its focus on data to 
provide a more advanced set of analytics and data visualizations to users and administrators. 
Fuze can enable a communications mobile enabled work hub experience across voice, video, 
messaging in desktop, mobile, web app, and room environments. This has enabled them to go 
beyond the office into first-line worker scenarios where mobility is key. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Easy to use with consistent user experience 

across devices 
• Full web and video conferencing capabilities 
• Full UCC features including voice and 

telephony, globally 
• Integrations with Dropbox, Box, Okta for SSO, 

and CRM/Ticketing Systems (i.e. Salesforce) 

• Focus on messaging 
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Mattermost   
Mattermost, based in Palo Alto, CA and led by CEO Ian Tien, recently raised its B Round of US 
$50 million. They offer an open source, enterprise-grade team collaboration platform that can be 
deployed on-premise or in private or public clouds, such as AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud. For 
compliance industries, Mattermost provides enterprise security and encryption and robust 
scalability that can make a difference. 

Mattermost positions itself as an open source alternative to Slack. They do this by offering 
compatible integrations via webhooks, keyboard shortcuts, and Slack-team import. Their initial 
account focus is on developers and IT professionals as early adopters. 

The scalability and on-premise support will be popular in many industries where data privacy is 
critical. For complex applications, Mattermost offers threaded conversations, which can help 
maintain chat organization. The full API offerings mean that integration with other applications 
can be accomplished quickly.  Additionally, Mattermost offers custom retention policies, which 
means that Mattermost is one to put on the short list. 

  

 

Strengths Challenges 
• Self-managed cloud and on-premise deployment 
• Ease of use 
• Security 
• Video and call support 
• Third-party integrations 
• Threaded discussions 

• Overall market awareness 
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Mitel  
Mitel went private in 2018 after it was acquired by Searchlight Capital Partners for just over $2 billion. 
Rich McBee remains the Mitel CEO. Mitel offers a complete UCC portfolio with a focus in its on-
premises and cloud voice offerings, contact center, and endpoints. It also offers its mobile-enabled 
series of apps including Mitel Teamwork (cloud) and MiTeam (on-premise) for team collaboration. 
 
Previous to the Searchlight deal, Mitel had acquired ShoreTel, giving it a larger product portfolio and 
an increased focus on cloud and cloud PBX. MiCloud Connect is the flagship cloud offering and it 
works with the Mitel Teamwork and contact center offerings for an off-the-shelf, multi-tenant, 
scalable experience. Mitel continues to lead with voice and PBX as its primary solution story. Mitel 
supports the growing demand for mobile workers through its Cloudlink architecture that provides 
mobile, cloud-based application resources regardless of PBX deployment model.  Mitel MiCollab 
also makes it easy to launch a standard or video call from Android or iOS-based mobile devices and 
allows for the participation in collaboration sessions while mobile. We expect Mitel to leverage its 
Google partnership to offer clients options for AI and chatbots for contact center going forward. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• UCC platforms (on-premises & cloud) 
• User experience 
• Internal and external use cases 
• Real-time audio and video conferencing 

• Chatbot support 
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Samepage  
Samepage, based in Campbell, offers a team collaboration platform that focuses on collaboration 
and documents. In 2018, Samepage received undisclosed funding from Reflex Capital as part of its 
growth initiatives. Samepage is easy to use and provides a seamless and intuitive way to work in a 
team environment via messaging and document interfaces, as well as via video meetings. 
 
Samepage offers powerful capabilities to easily create documents that are easy to share internally and 
externally. Samepage also makes it easy to store and manage content without the need for a third party 
service. When combined with messaging, content management, and its built-in task management, 
Samepage is positioned as more of a Digital Work Hub, which Aragon sees as a trend in the market.  
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Ease of use 
• Team-oriented 
• Live document collaboration 
• Task management 
• External sharing use case 
• Integrations 
• Chatbots 

• Market awareness 
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Specialists 
 

Amazon  
Amazon Chime is the team collaboration offering from Amazon.  Amazon Chime offers online 
meetings, video conferencing, calls, chat, and content sharing both inside and outside the 
organizations. In 2019, Amazon added native voice calls to the platform, which allows calls to 
and from existing PSTN-based phones. Amazon Chime is also offered via its two lead partners, 
CenturyLink and Vonage Business. 
 
Amazon Chime works with Alexa for Business, which means that users use Alexa to start 
meetings with their voice. Alexa can start video meetings in large conference rooms, and 
automatically dial into online meetings in smaller huddle rooms and from a user’s desk. Amazon 
also offers Amazon Lex, its chatbot and conversational interface platform, which is fully 
integrated with all AWS Services. Amazon offers a free version of Chime and allows users to add 
additional features at a minimal cost. 

 
Strengths Challenges 

• Full UCC features 
• Works with Alexa for Business 
• Partnerships 
• Pricing 

• Task support 
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Lua  
Lua focuses on team collaboration for healthcare, home hospice, and the enterprise. Lua provides 
secure, HIPPA compliant, targeted access to doctors, nurses, and providers by bringing content into 
collaborative interactions to provide context to ongoing processes and workflows. Lua users can 
also leverage external messaging, which allows secure, HIPAA compliant messages to be sent to 
people outside of a network, such as patients and their families. Lua  video chat allows providers to 
easily escalate a message into a video call with both colleagues and patients. 
 
In healthcare, Lua has integrations with EPIC and Cerner, which is helping it continue to gain a 
foothold in hospitals and clinics. Broadcast messages are critical in healthcare facilities and this along 
with customer group messages is helping Lua to differentiate itself. Lua’s insights dashboard 
provides analytics on cross-departmental interactions to help improve effectiveness and drive 
business decision-making. In addition to existing partnerships with VMware AirWatch and Citrix, Lua 
has also integrated with Box and Salesforce. 
 

Strengths Challenges 
• Telehealth video chat 
• Secure external messaging and video 
• HIPAA compliance 
• Search 
• Analytics dashboard 
• Active directory integration 

• Lacks support for tasks 
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Aragon Advisory 
 

• Evaluate team collaboration products on their ability to integrate with business applications, 
workflows, and processes. 

• Ask team collaboration providers for their short and long-term product roadmaps including, 
but not limited to, chatbots. 

• Given the rapid expansion of mobile collaboration, it will not be uncommon for enterprises to 
leverage more than one product across the enterprise. 

 
Bottom Line 
 
Team collaboration is the new battle cry in the digital workplace. These applications are vital to 
ensuring fast interactions with team members, customers, and the entire enterprise. As chatbots 
come online, machines will also serve as lightweight digital assistants helping knowledge workers 
to be more productive. Team collaboration is offering more horizontal features while also becoming 
more differentiated in vertical markets. 
 
 


